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SUMMARY
Some routers let you connect two 

Internet connections to them.               

For example, you can connect your 

regular cable modem, DSL, or 

satellite modem as the main Internet 

connection and your tethered Android 

cell phone as the backup Internet 

connection but this capability is 

probably only available when your cell 

phone is connected to a 5G tower.3
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TOPICS

• Configurations for Tethering Cell 

Phones to Routers

• Load Balance versus                              

Fail Over/Fail Back

• Router Options for "Dual WAN"

• T-Mobile 5G versus 4G for "Dual 

WAN"
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PICTORIAL SUMMARY

• Android cell phone with 4G (= "LTE+") 

"T-Mobile" carrier service cannot 

connect to an ASUS router as as the 

"Secondary WAN" broadband Internet 

connection:
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PICTORIAL SUMMARY (continued)

• Android cell phone with 5G "T-Mobile" 

carrier service can connect to an 

ASUS router as as the "Secondary 

WAN" broadband Internet connection:
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"LOAD BALANCE" VERSUS                           

"FAIL OVER"/"FAIL BACK"

• "Fail Over" means the secondary 

Internet provider is only used when 

the primary one fails

• "Fail Back" means that the primary 

Internet provider is used again when 

it's Internet connection is restored
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"LOAD BALANCE" VERSUS                           

"FAIL OVER"/"FAIL BACK" (continued)
• "Load Balance" puts both Internet 

providers to use at the same time:               

Doing so results in some complexities 

because each Internet service 

provider gives you a different "real" IP 

address which might cause problems 

if you are transmitting with different IP 

addresses to the same high-security 

Web site at the same time or at 

different times
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"LOAD BALANCE" VERSUS                           

"FAIL OVER"/"FAIL BACK" (continued)

• Reference for previous graphic:        

https://www.smallnetbuilder.com/lanw

an/lanwan-howto/32577-how-to-set-

up-your-dual-wan-router

https://www.smallnetbuilder.com/lanwan/lanwan-howto/32577-how-to-set-up-your-dual-wan-router
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"LOAD BALANCE" VERSUS                           

"FAIL OVER"/"FAIL BACK" (continued)

• Reference for previous graphic: 

https://www.dualwan.org/
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"LOAD BALANCE" VERSUS                           

"FAIL OVER"/"FAIL BACK" (continued)

• When "Dual WAN" is not activated, 

you have a single "WAN" Ethernet 

port and all of the other "Ethernet" 

ports are part of the "Local Area 

Network" switch for you to connect to 

wired computers, tablets, and devices 
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"LOAD BALANCE" VERSUS                           

"FAIL OVER"/"FAIL BACK" (continued)

• When you configure "Dual WAN" for 

"USB", the USB port becomes the 

"Secondary WAN" port and it expects 

to be attached to an Android cell 

phone
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"LOAD BALANCE" VERSUS                           

"FAIL OVER"/"FAIL BACK" (continued)

• When you configure "Dual WAN" for 

"WAN", the left-most Gigabit Ethernet 

port expects to be attached to a 

broadband modem from a cable, 

ADSL, or satellite Internet service:          

The net result is that the left-most 

Gigabit Ethernet port is no longer part 

of the "Local Area Network Switch" of 

the router:
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"FAIL OVER"/"FAIL BACK" (continued)

• Reference for the previous diagram: 

https://www.asus.com/support/FAQ/10

42636/

https://www.asus.com/support/FAQ/1042636/
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"FAIL OVER"/"FAIL BACK" (continued)

• Here are the router configuration 

screens for the initial "out-of-the box 

setup of the old ASUS router:
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"FAIL OVER"/"FAIL BACK" (continued)

• Use a Web browser to go to                      

router.asus.com                                        

or                                                               

192.168.50.1
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"FAIL OVER"/"FAIL BACK"

• The configuration screens for setting 

up "Dual WAN" in ASUS routers are 

available at 

https://www.asus.com/support/FAQ/10

11719/

https://www.asus.com/support/FAQ/1011719/
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"FAIL OVER"/"FAIL BACK" (continued)

• Go to "Network Map" and test the                

"Fail Over" and "Fail Back" situations:
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"FAIL OVER"/"FAIL BACK" (continued)

• This is what the "Network Map" looks 

like when both Internet providers are 

connected successfully to the ASUS 

router:
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"FAIL OVER"/"FAIL BACK" (continued)

• This is what you see when you first 

disconnect the "Primary WAN" 

Internet connection:
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"FAIL OVER"/"FAIL BACK" (continued)

• "Fail Over" failed with tethered 

Samsung cell phone downstairs 

connecting to a 4G T-Mobile tower 

and old Asus router:
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"FAIL OVER"/"FAIL BACK" (continued)

• When I am downstairs, my cell phone 

only gets a 4G (= "LTE+") signal from 

one of the two nearest T-Mobile cell 

towers.             

• Also note that when the cell phone is 

tethered to the USB port of the ASUS 

router, the cell phone is being charged 

by it:
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"FAIL OVER"/"FAIL BACK" (continued)

• When I am downstairs, the ASUS 

router was unable to do a "Fail Over" 

when I disconnected the "Primary 

WAN" connection because the ASUS 

router kept vacillating between "Cold 

Standby" and "Disconnected" for the 

tethered cell phone: 
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"FAIL OVER"/"FAIL BACK" (continued)

• When I am downstairs, the "USB 

Tethering" option in the "Settings" 

function of the Android cell phone kept 

graying out and turning itself off 

because the ASUS router was unable 

to communicate with it in a consistent 

manner:
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"FAIL OVER"/"FAIL BACK" (continued)

• When I am downstairs, the "Network 

Map" function of the ASUS router kept 

vacillating between "Cold Standby" 

and "Disconnected" for the tethered 

cell phone: 
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"FAIL OVER"/"FAIL BACK" (continued)

• Successful "Fail Over" with tethered 

Samsung cell phone and old Asus 

router upstairs:
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"FAIL OVER"/"FAIL BACK" (continued)

• When I am upstairs, my cell phone  

gets a 5G signal from one of the two 

nearest T-Mobile cell towers.             

• Also note that when the cell phone is 

tethered to the USB port of the ASUS 

router, the cell phone is being charged 

by it:
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"FAIL OVER"/"FAIL BACK" (continued)

• I disconnected my Frontier FIOS 

FTTH Internet connection so that the 

old ASUS router did a "Fail Over" to 

the cell phone's tethered Internet 

connection:
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"FAIL OVER"/"FAIL BACK" (continued)

• I re-connected my Frontier FIOS 

FTTH Internet connection so that the 

ASUS router did a "Fail Back" to re-

establish a connection the cell 

phone's "Primary WAN" Internet 

connection:
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T-MOBILE 5G VERSUS 4G FOR 

ASUS "DUAL WAN" ROUTERS
• When a Samsung "S20 Ultra" Android 

cell phone connected to a 4G cell 

tower was used for the "Fail Over" 

connection for an ASUS RT-AX92U 

router, the router experienced an 

intermittent Internet connection that 

caused the router to fail in 12 hours. 

This router failure required a hardware 

reset in order to restore the router 

back to working order.
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T-MOBILE 5G VERSUS 4G FOR ASUS 

"DUAL WAN" ROUTERS (continued)

• When a Samsung "S20 Ultra" Android 

cell phone connected to a 5G cell 

tower was used for the "Fail Over" 

connection for an ASUS RT-AX92U 

router, the router had a steady 

Internet connection and it did not fail 

during a 48-hour test of the "Fail Over" 

connection.


